
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2020 - Year of the White (Metal) Rat 
by Dr. Nate Mohler, DACM, L.Ac. Boulder Academic Dean 

 

Chinese Astrology is a 60-year cycle that is broken down into five 12-year cycles each beginning with the year of the Rat. 

Legend has it, when the Jade Emperor once hosted a party, he announced that the order of the zodiac would be determined 

by the order in which his guests arrived. Rat, having smaller legs, developed a friendship with Ox that was based on the 

Ox’s work ethic and physical size and the Rat’s ingenuity. The Ox agreed to carry the Rat to the party, but when they 

arrived, the Rat jumped down from the Ox’s head landing just ahead of Ox and thus arrived at the party first. While this 

story may seem to paint Rat as a scheming individual, it is meant to illustrate just how clever the Rat is when it comes to 

planning and strategizing. 

 

The astrological year is made up of two parts, a Heaven-Stem and an Earth-Branch. Rat is representative of one of the 12 

Earth-Branches and is associated with the Water element. Water is adaptable, much like the Rat. The Rat is Yang in nature 

and is connected to the midnight hour (11pm – 1am) and as it relates to the beginning of one 12-year cycle, the  Rat is also 

associated with the beginning of a new day. Even though the Rat is small in stature, this tiny creature has much confidence. 

With this in mind, great things can be accomplished when will and intellect are put to task. Further, because some types of 

Rats collect objects, and because they reproduce quickly, the  Rat has an association with wealth, abundance, and fortune. 

 

The second part of the year is the Heaven-Stem. In 2020 the Stem is associated with the Metal element. The color white is 

associated with Metal, hence 2020 is the year of the White Rat. Metal is linked with strong presence – not in an overt way, 

but in somewhat of an innate, unstated, and yet indomitable way. Metal, being found inside the earth, is also sometimes 

associated with hidden talent or hidden fortune. The Metal Rat (Water) may indicate that 2020 will be a year involving 

potential changes in one’s position or perspective. When change arises in Metal years it is wisest to adapt to these new 

directions. In Metal it is difficult to adjust its trajectory and best to allow it the room it needs. It is likely, in this case, that 

adapting to such new directions in life will lead to the opportunity that the Rat year brings. 

 

Because of the association with abundance and wealth, Rat years can provide opportunity for financial prospects. This is 

particularly true of the Metal Rat Years as the pairing of Metal and Water is an auspicious combination for money and 

career. Because the Rat is Yang in nature, it is a year of expansion, indicative of growth. This may be growth into new 

avenues that had not previously been possible. For some this will be expanding social circles or witnessing the completion 

of projects which will open new directions. Others may build new financial avenues or expand their existing ones. However, 

temperament is important in these new ventures, and it is wise to carefully consider such opportunities first. 

 

While Rats have the poor reputation of being a pest and spreading disease, they also have the noble trait of being very 

adaptable creatures. Despite all efforts of human civilization these tiny creatures have survived in a wide variety of 

environments, including vast cities. They are social and much of their ability to survive comes from the cooperation that 

they build within their communities.  

 

The year of the White Rat has the potential to generate a great deal of opportunity so long as we remember those things 

that Rat can teach us. Contemplate before jumping ahead to avoid hidden pitfalls. Recall that no one is an island unto 

themselves – abundance is often a cooperative goal. Remain aware of one’s needs and express them plainly. Do not be so 

attached to a set of outcomes that one cannot surrender to new opportunities. Rats remind us that when change comes, we 

need a solid plan as well as the flexibility to be able to move with the tides of life. If we all  

consider these pertinent lessons. 2020 will be a “ratty” year. 
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